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"BEACH-NUTS"1

JIM JAM JEMS BY JIM JAM JUNIOR

S

TROLLING along the beach down at
Narragansett Pier in Rhode Island the
other day, we found ourself unconsciously repeating that old ditty:
"Oh mother, may I go out to swim;
yes my darling daughter; hang your
clothes on a hickory limb-but don't
go near the water." And most of
them don't. To a seasoned old bachelor, the beach is a severe strain on the nerves and things.
Have you ever been to a real society beach? No? Yes?
Well, this was our first offense, and probably will be the
last. At a society beach everything runs to form. There
isn't much to do but look. We did a pile o' looking. Nature is a beautiful study-when neatly encased in a bathing
suit. The fell ow who dubbed them "sad sea waves" knew
what he was talking about. Most anyone would be sad too
if they couldn't get any nearer those beautiful creatures
-5-
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than the waves do. Bathing at the beach doesn't necessarily
mean going into the water. It means rather to don the most
attractive costume the city ordinances will permit, show as
much good "figger" as you happen to possess, and then just
stroll along the beach in a sort of dontkareadam way and
act as tho' you don't think anybody is looking at you. We
didn't stop to inquire what the wild waves were saying~
it didn't make any difference. But we know what most
everybody was thinking. Most of the men and occasionally
some of the women dash into the water occasionally and
then dash out again. It is interesting to note what an af-:fectionate and clinging way wet bathing suits have. And
then again cold water is good for a fellow after he has beet.I
looking quite a while. Of course we went to the beach to
bathe-but we did miss our smoked-glasses terribly. It
was a strain on the eyes with the hot sun overhead and
the hot sand underfoot-both of which were undoubtedly
there although we can't recall seeing or feeling either.
There were too many other things to use perfectly good
eyes on. And we don't like salt water. About the only
swimming we ever did was in the mud, creek back home.
We were as handy as the turtles-could just stay under water and only peek out occasionally for a breath of air. But
invariably when we got into the old ocean we would stand
around with our mouth open, the waves forgetting, by the
waves forgot, until we would be so full of brine that we
feared we would never feel fresh again; but that fear always vanished after we had been out of the water a few
-6-
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minutes and we were forcibly reminded time and time
again that we are still young.
We had a pal with us and he was as bent on seeing things
as we were, so after a week at the beach we hit the trail
for the Adirondack mountains where the idle-rich kid themselves into thinking they are taking a vacation. We stopped
at one of those ultra-fashionable and exclusive summer hotels at six dollars per-we were going to say minute, but
really the initial expense is six dollars per day. But that
is only the initial. When the day is spelled out-well it's
no place for a man who has to work for his money and
wants to get something for it.
Ever been to one of these mountain-retreats? No? Yes'?
Well, don't go. You'll have a darn sight more fun at a funeral and it isn't nearly so expensive. We have always
carted around the idea that the rich have one helluvatime.
But we were mistaken. Say, everybody at this hotel just
hated everybody else. They were divided into families and
parties. They spent half of their time in the dining room
-Fletcherizing. While we were disposing of a seven pound
beefsteak and trimmings one evening a lady at the next
table made seventeen bites at a wafer and took twentyone 'sips of water. By the way, the population at these
exclusive dumps is about ninety-nine and a half per cent
female. Most of them have so blamed much money that
it hurts. Their stomachs are out of whack and livers out
of orbit. They drink tea, sit on the "varonda"-at least
it sounded like that-lead their funny little dogs out to air
-7-
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and other things-sit on the var-on-da again-change
clothes-more dog duties-a few yawns-good night! And
the next morning they look more tired than ever. But the
maid usually takes the dog out in the mornings, so there
really isn't much to do.
Oh, we had a lovely time. But the next time a friend
sw.ggests that we mix up with the rich folks at their exclusive resorts we'll endeavor to persuade him to attend
an old-fashioned German picnic instead where we can meet
a few really human people who are not afraid to speak
to each other; who love their neighbors as themselves, who
can devour a string of wienerwurst and a fistfull of sauerkraut with relish, laugh as though it is good to be alive,
while they watch their fat babies r,olling on the grass,
and there won't be any fuzzy poodle-pups and no "var-onda."
We're glad we're poor. We're getting a little something
out of life, anyway. What does it matter to the bees of
Lithuania-a rough and bleak country-not to have the
sweet flowers of other countries, if they extract from its unpleasing flowers the finest and sweetest honey in Europe?
The poor in their work are a million times happier than
the rich in their idleness, and the shepherd with his collie
and his sheep is getting more out of life and is in just as
enjoyable compan~ as the grandedame with her tailless
purp on the varonda of an exclusive mountain retreat.
We're going out to the Chinese restaurant around the cor-8-
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ner to eat some liver and onions and fight flies, and when
we get back we'll endeavor to write the other chapters of
this number.
JIM JAM JUNIOR.

-9-
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The Murder of the Innocents
II
II

~

T Atlantic City at a great meeting of
homeopathic doctors Dr. Gilbert Fitz:.
patrick declared that the modern
American woman is a poor mother,
and the direct cause of the high rate
of infant mortality.
"These women are defectives and
muscle degenerates," said the speak-'
er. "They are poor mothers, are
weaklings, mentally, morally, physically and even socially
when the country's welfare and race betterment are hanging in the balance. They are the cause that keep our infant
mortality near the 200 mark per 1,000 (under one year old)
and raise the puerperal insanity per cent."
The same day an Indian tribe rode across the prairies for
a visit. A squaw dropped out of the band and rested. At
sunset she appeared at camp, bearing a new born papoose.
She went about her household duties, like Abraham's wife
of old.
-10-
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The same day a farmer's wife in Kansas made her way
across the fields and stopped at the home of a neighbor and
stayed. Within an hour the piping voice.of a babe uttered
its first proclamation for forage and the mother smiled
upon her little offspring and they slept in health and
dreamed of the days of power to come for that little manchild whose tiny fingers curled with instinctive satisfaction
at that fount from which good health has come to babies
in all lands.
The same day a company of physicians stood around the
bedside of the wife of a certain rich man and hoped-but
the_, skilled hands were powerless, tlw long experiences of
that gathering of men were impotent now. The husband
downstairs walked through parlors and hallways and
breathed his prayers. But there is no more vindictive judge
than Nature when her laws are violated. The mother who
had finally decided to bear a child had distorted her figure,
had sacrificed health for form-and she lay there, paying
the penalty with her life. She had bartered her health and
her right to bear a child for a trim figure and a hipless
shape, and as the sun went down the tired spirit took Hs
flight while the woman in low heeled shoes next door
crooned a lullaby to a healthy infant who "looked just like
his father."
The most beautiful thing in the world is healthy, normal
motherhood. It is the hope of the nation, the promise of
the future. Fathers who are good husbands and love their
families say that they do not look upon a pregnant woman
-11-
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with curiosity, but with reverence. The approach of the
day when the little one comes is marked by increasing love
and tenderness on the part of the father. He believes that
God is good to him, and wants Him to be merciful and kind
to the brave little woman who looks with steadfast eyes
and Spartan courage to Uie fateful day. He would give
anything in the world to take that pain from her and bear
it, himself-and then he is one day finally permitted to go
in and look at his baby and its mother and while he realizes
it is a funny looking little thing he keeps his misgivings
to himself and the days that follow show the. rare tenderness that a man may show.
There isn't anything more pitiful than the beautiful home
of the prosperous pair who have decided to "not be bothered with children," and then, one day, when it is too
late, realize what they have lost. Cards. and dances have
taken up the first five or ten years. Club dinners and
long trips have foUQwed one another. But ~me day a little blue-eyed girl walks that way. She walks up on the
veranda of the childless home, when asked to come, and
she simply asks the woman who has had ten years of fun:
"Haven't you any little girl," and the emptiness of it all is
thrust at the childless woman. She hasn't any little girl.
Nor any little boy, either. No, she never had any littie
babies, she. tells the interrogative little visitor. And the
little child takes a place in the parched and barren heart
of the society girl of ten years before who traded a glor1,ous privilege for a few drives, a few dances, and who
-12-
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resolved on her wedding day to "keep her figure," no matter what the cost.
The childless couple send for the little one with the blue
eyes and the many questions, and they make much of
her. They seek to play father and mother by buying the
little one hats and shoes and pretty things. But they
search in vain for the great joy for which they threw away
the key in the., long ago. And, in the evening, when the
little neighbor girl has gone to the mother whom she loves
with unceasing fervor, the man and the woman seek their
different ways of passing time, each thinking of a little
girl which might have been theirs. But they know that
such joys are not for them. '
The future of America depends upon the strength of its
womanhood. Down through the centuries there has come
the longing in every normal woman's heart to bear children which shall be the strong and rugged, the refined and
the courageous. She wants to bear a child which will be
a counterpart of the man she loves. If she doesn't want
to do that she doesn't love the man she has married-if
she is a normal woman. And the father, as he counts the
weeks in his splendid devotion, hopes that the one that
will come will be "just like its mother." He wants the little one to have her character, her ways, her sympathy and
her attractiveness. But the mother, if she will bring
healthy, fine children into the world-and make her summer and autumn of life full of happiness--must begin
early to efface the effects of the chains of fashion upon her
-13-
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body and upon her character. She must realize that upon
her strength of character will depend the future health
and usefulness of the child that will some day come. Her
own mentality, her own character, her own steadfastne,;.,
or lack of it, will be intertwined with the virtues and vices
of the father.
The woman slave to fashion of today only subtracts from
the glory of her progeny.

·-· 14---·
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I
We Are To

Be Indicted Again?

T

HERE is a persistent rumor afloat to
the effect that when the next federal
grand jury convenes in North Dakota,
the editor and publishers of Jim Jam
Jems are to draw a nice, new, thoroughly overhauled, air-tight indictment. This news emanates from the
United States District Attorney's office
through Assistant Attorney Hildreth,
who expects soon to be the chief Poobah in the federal
prosecuting chair. General Hildreth doesn't like us and
he keeps insisting that he doesn't. About the meanest thing
we ever did in OP:" almost twenty years of editorial work
was to support Hildreth for Congress a few years ago when
we were publishing a daily newspaper up at Minot, and
we can't blame the fellow for wanting us indicted. During that campaign when we said nice things about General
Hildreth, he called at our sanctum one day; we thought
the fell ow had dropped in to thank ns :for our generous sup-15-
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port we were giving him; we had never met Hildreth prior
to this time and were supporting his candidacy for the
simple reason that we did know the other candidates and
were willing to take a chance that he couldn't be less qualified or have less merit. But we were mistaken, all 'round.
In the first place he didn't thank us for our support; instead he strutted about the office like a turkey-cock on
dress parade, recited his war-record, insisted that he was
a helluvafellow, roared and bellowed like a bull while telling what he was going to do in Congress, told us just what
to say in our editorial columns about him, smeared praises
all over himself, handed us a bunch of his campaign cards
printed in an outlaw shop with specific directions to tack
them up and pass them around to the voters, accented his
criµcism of all other candidates by pounding the floor with
his cane until the office cat jumped through the only whole
pane of glass in the office window, spat on the floor, foamed
and fumed and threw out his chest like the proverbial
strong man at the circus, and strutted out of the office with
the air of a city-broke bull-pup that has just succeeded in
running a bluff on a country dog. Secondly-but there
isn't any second; we have just recited the fellow's qualifications and the reader has already guessed, perhaps, that
instead of writing any more boosts for General Hildreth,
we spent the time in pleading with the Almighty to give
us just one more chance, for we felt that in attempting to
induce the people of North Dakota to send Hildreth to
Congress we had sinned indeed, and had we been indicted
-16-
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at that time for compounding 11 felony we would have
pleaded guilty and asked the mercy of the court.
Politics plays some funny pranks; Hildreth could never
be elected to office, but now that the democrats are in power
he has received the appointment of Assistant U. S. District
Attorney~ and when the present District Attorney's term
of office expires in a few months, Hildreth will probably be
named as chief prosecutor for the government. This is done
doubtless to keep the fell ow from running for some other
office and to muzzle him as well as possible i.n campaign
time.
It is unfortunate for us, of course, that a sworn enemy
should be appointed to a position where he can get a
whack at us and throw the expense on the government if
,he fails to land us. But such is the case. Hildreth openly
boasts that he will land the publishers of Jim Jam Jems in
jail. If he can't reindict us he insists that he will try us
again on the old charge. It is entirely a personal matter
with General Hildreth. It isn't a question of whether or
not we have been guilty of violating any federal law. He
simply will use his power as a government prosecutor to
pile up. all the grief he can for us. H~ knows that even
doubtful accusations leave a stain behind; he knows that
a prosecution in the federal court is exceedingly expensive
to the defendant who would fight; he knows that we have
other political enemies beside himself in the state, because
we have always been a fighter, and he will have a little
support in prosecuting his personal grudge; and he knows
-17-
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that he hasn't one chance in a thousand to ever convict us
-but it will give him an opportunity to parade his pomposity in an already famous case and bellow in that deep
basi voice he has grown to love so well.
It is unfortunate for the government that this purely
political appointment, without regard to merit or qualification, places a man in a position where he ca·n give vent
to his personal prejudices and spite. And it is unfortunate
for General HH.dreth that he has allowed his tongue to wag
in this instance until it has become common talk among the
people of the state that Hildreth says he is going to show
those Jim Jam Jems fellows a few things at the next term
of court.
Public sentiment has long since decided that there has
been enough Jim Jam Jems prosecution; even those who
were inclined to think there was merit in the prosecution
at first are pleased over the outcome of our appeal. We
venture the assertion that there are not a hundred people
in North Dakota who would sanction a further prosecution.
vVe are not worrying, however. We don't exactly relish the
idea of another trial, for the simple reason that it takes
time and money to fight. "He jests at scars who never
felt a wound." Experience has taught us the federal court
prosecutions are expensive to def end. But after all, we like
a good fight and while it is a waste of lather to shave an
ass-we may be called upon to perform just such an operation.
-18--
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Shall An Innocent Man Hang?

u

Facts which absolutely preclude any
chance of guilt, yet Leo M. Frank, "The
Damned Jew", of Atlanta, Georgia,
is under sentence of death

T

L

HE fight being made by Leo M. Frank,
of Atlanta, Georgia, to escape hanging for a crime he could not possibly
have committed, rivals the extraordinary and spectacular fight waged
throughout the long years by Attorney
Patrick. The Frank case has attracted nation-wide attention, and yet public sentiment has been crystalized
against him because in giving publicity to the story the
newspapers of the country have accepted the theory of the
prosecution that Frank is guilty, and he has not by any
means received a square deal. A few months ago Jim Jam
Jems became interested in Frank and his fight for life. We
published a story in our May number under the caption
"The Damned Jew." We pointed out the fact that sectarian prejudice and hate had been an important factor i.n
the Frank case by reason of the fact that the accused man
--I:•---
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is a Jew. Our comment on the case aroused an unusual
interest throughout the country and Jim Jam Jems readers
from practically every state in the union have written to
us asking for facts and evidence. Deep in the heart of
every true American citizen the spirit of fair play is imbedded; the "square deal" is a thoroughly American instinct; and it was solely in the interest of fair play that
we made a study of the now famous Atlanta case. Frank
was to have been executed on April 17th of this year;
within three days of that date, a stay was granted by rea8on of the filing of a motion for a new trial; .since that time
the matter has been in the higher courts, and while every
decision to date has been against the accused, there is yet
a chance 'for him. We are firmly convinced that this man
is innocent and in this article we believe we can convince
every reader of Jim Jam Jems that the hanging of Frank
for the murder of Mary Phagan would be a deliberate murder of an innocent man in the name of Justice. The State
of Georgia cannot afford to make this mistake and it is
with the earnest hope that we will be able to turn over
public opinion, to eliminate prejudice, and to give the con. demned man a square deal that we again take up a discussion of the Frank case. And we are not going outside
of the evidence upon which Frank was convicted to show
that he is innocent. We ask every reader to s'it as an unprejudiced juror while we recount this evidence, and we
are satisfied that your verdict will be ai:i enthusiastic and
spontaneous-"not guilty!"
-20-
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By way of information for those of our readers who know
nothing of the Frank case, we will give a brief summ~ry in
a few lines; by keeping these principal facts in mind, the
discussion of the evidence will be intelligent and easily followed: Mary Phagan, 14 years old, was murdered; the
body was found on a pile of cinders in the cellar of the
National Pencil Factory at Atlanta, Georgia. An examination of the body showed that the girl had been outraged and
strangled. On the testimony of "Jim" Conley, a negro
sweeper employed at the factory, Leo M. Frank, superintendent, was charged with the crime and later convicted.
Conley "confessed"; he claimed that Frank had committed
the deed and then induced him (Conley) to assist in disposing of the body and covering up the crime.
We have been in touch with the accused for some time,
and the following resume of the evidence was prepared by
the condemned man personally; it is one of the most interesting chapters we have ever published:
This is but the merest statement of the facts, with no attempt at argument, with a few notations in the way of introduction and conclusion.
The chain of proof that would lead to a solution or ·opinion in the case
is left to the judgment and reason of the reader.
All of the points set forth in this list of facts are uncontested by
Frank's defense. and prosecution, and are, therefore, all the more potent.
The majority of them are advanced by the prosecution and established
by them. The others are admitted by the prosecution or not denied.
(a) Body of Mary Phagan found in Pencil Factory cellar, murdered by
strangulation. Body lying on floor, which was covered with sawdust, 160
feet from front of cellar, which is 200 feet long.
(h) Condition of body when found by officers:
Sergeant L. S. Dobbs for the state said at the trial: "We couldn't tell
by looking at her whether she was white or black, only by her golden hair.
-21-
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They turned her over and her face was full of dirt and dust. They took
a piece of paper and rubbed the dirt off her face.
Her face was
punctured, full of holes, swollen and black.
W. W. Rogers, for the state, testified at the trial: "We didn't know
whether the girl was a white girl or not until we rubbed the dirt from
the child's face, and pulled down her stocking a little piece
She
had dirt in her eyes and mouth."
(c) Cellar has dirt floor, sawdust bin is in cellar at rear. There are
neither cinders nor sawdust on either first (street) or second (office) floors
of factory.
·
(d) Girl's dress badly rumpled and covered with sawdust and cinders.
(See testimony of Dr. Hurt). On left front of dress, just below the left
shoulder, appeared two large spots of fresh blood.
(e) Dirt, cinders and sawdust in nostrils and mouth of body.
(Breathed in, showing child was yet living when she got to basement.)
(f) Dirt and dust under girl's finger nails. Scratched up from cinder pile on floor of cellar in struggle. This and condition of dress (see
"d") shows that basement must have been the place where girl was last
alive, where struggle and crime took place.
(g) Wound in head, 2 1-2 inches long, on left side over and back of
left car. (Note that this is same side on which spots on dress were
found). Upper edge of wound lifted from scalp, lower edge turned down.
Wound through scalp to skull. (Note-Must have bled profusely. The
two large spots on girl's dress and handkerchief show this. No fresh
blood found on first or second floors. In basement blood could soak
into dirt and cinder floor, and leave no trace visible to the eye.)
(h) Saw log at foot and beneath ladder from trap door on street
floor to basement. No weapon causing wound in head was found. Profile of end of saw log fits approximately the wound in head.
(i) Bed of ashes 75 feet long, 3 feet high, i.tretched from near foot
of ladder to within a few feet of where body was found.
(j) Staple from rear door of basement leading to alley in rear, pulled
out from inside of cellar.
(k) Several bloody finger prints found on door from which staple
was pulled. No efforts by police for finger print identification.
(l) Money, pay envelope, mesh bag purse, hat trimming and ribbon
belonging to girl were missing and have never been found.
(m) "Death note" written by Conley on two pieces of old paper found
by officers by body. Also an old pad back, containing a few sheets, from
which one of the sheets was torn. A pencil was found too. The uncorrected wording of notes is:

* * •

* * *

-22-
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"Mam that negro hire down here did this I •
• he push me
down that hole a long tall negro black that boo it wase long sleam tall
negro i wright while play with me."
''he said he wood love me land down play like the night witch did it
but that long tall black ·negro did buy his self."
Note the description four times of the alleged murderer: "negro
hire down here," "long tall negro black," "long sleam tall negro," "long
tall black negro."
Note the four progressing chapters of the crime; "I •
," "he
push me down that hole," "play with me," "He said he wood love me land
down."
The note tells what happened. The negro Conley says he wrote it at
Frank's dictation. Conley is a short, stout negro, giugercake in color.
He is the opposite of the negro described in noti.is.
(n) The wording of notes, condition of underclothes, dirty body, indicating a struggle among the cinders, show at least attempted violation
of the child.
( o) Conley was hiding in the dark recess near the trap door and within a few feet of the stair giving entrance and exit from the floor above.
He had been drinking heavily that day of beer and wine. He brought a
flask of whiskey with him to the factory. He was of dissolute and lascivious character, had been arrested several times, and was always hard up
for money. He had no business at the factory that day, it being a holiday. He was shown to be a liar many times.
(p) Frank had business at his office that day. He worked in his
office for about six hours and showed the work done. A part of his
office force was with him most of the morning. Seated at his desk he was
seen at work by some twenty odd persons who came into his office for
one thing or the other. He was not hiding, all his doors were open and he
was readily acclissible to anyone who desired to see him.
(q) The pad from which a part of the "Murder Note" was torn was
found in the basement. If notes were written in office on second floor
how did pad get to basement?
All the physical facts demonstrate that Conley committed the crime.
There is not one of them that is inconsistent with this theory, whereas
not one of them reasonably connects Frank with the crime. These facts
are all contrary to the theory advanced by the prosecution that the mur··
der was co:nfulitted on the second floor, and yet all of these facts are
acknowledged as the truth by the prosecution. Each of these facts, separately, and all of them collectively, are directly at variance with testimony of Conley given at the trial. Conley's testimony is the only evidence
-23-
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against Frank, in any way incriminating, and it is not only unsupported,
but is unsubstantiated by any one of the above facts.
In the light of the above facts and notations does not calm reason
and judgment lead to the conclusion that Jim Conley, negro, perjurer,
liar, drunkard, always hard up for money, and of lascivious habits, committed the crime charged to Frank? Is it not more reasonable that Mary
Phagan, passing down ·the stairway on her way out of the factory from
the office floor, to the street floor, down the very stairway, near which
Conley was lurking in the darkness, under the influence of liquor, passions
aroused, and hard up for money, was set upon by the negro and thrust
down the trap door to the basement (as the "Murder Note" sets forth).
Conley follows her down and completes her undoing and accomplishing her
death, breaks open the alley door of basement and escapes from building.
If this is possible (and the facts all bear it out), is it not certain that
Mary Phagan came to her end in this way? In view of all these facts,
as above set forth, is not Frank innocent of the crime, and any connection therewith? Look it over-think it over-there is no excuse for a
mistake to be made, with open eyes, by an individual or a community.
Now we would d.irect the reader to another vital point in the story
told by the negro, which was flatly contradicted and destroyed by an
overwhelming mass of testimony given by eight witnesses. In order to
mako this plain to the reader, we give first the testimony of Conley and
secondly the testimony of the witnesses that contradicted him. The testimony below quoted is taken verbatim from the certified brief of the
evidence. The parenthetical words are added for clearness. All of this
testimony was given under oath. Excepting Conley, no one of the other
witnesses quoted was impeached, four being introduced by. the State and
four by the defense.
James Conley, State witness, testified: "The next person that I saw
was Miss Mary Perkins, that's what I call her, this lady that is dead. I
don't know her name. After she went upstairs, I heard her footsteps
going towards the office. When I came back there (metal room on second floor), I found the lady lying flat on her back with a rope around
her neck. I noticed the clock after I went back there and found the lady
was dead, and came back and told him( Frank). The clock was four
minutes to one. She was dead when I went back there, and I came back
and told Mr. Frank."
Conley then describes carrying the body to the front of tlfo office floor,
down on the elevator to the basement, and back in the basement to the
sawdust pile where he says he deposited it. He then described trip on
elevator back, to the second floor or office floor. Conley testified further.
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"I followed him (Frank) into his private office, and I sat down; and after
a while he got up and said, 'Jim,' and I didn't say nothing and all at
once he happened to look out of the door, and there was somebody coming, and he said, 'My God I Here is Emma Clark Freeman and Corinthia
Hall;' and he said, 'Come here, Jim, I have got to put you in this wardrobe,' and he put me in this wardrobe, and I stayed there a good while;
and they come in there and I heard them go out--. So after they
went out and he stepped in the hall, and had come back, he let me out
of the wardrobe."
Mrs. J. W. Coleman testified for the state, "I am Mary Phagan's mother. I last saw her alive on the 26th of April, 1913, about a quarter to
twelve at home. She left home at a quarter to twelve."
Miss Corinthia Hall testified for the defendant: "I had to come to town
on the East Lake car and got to town about .11 :30, and it took me about
five minutes to reach the factory. Mrs. Emma Clark Freeman was with me.
We went after her coat and to telephone, to call up Mrs. Freeman's husband. We went up to the fourth floor (of factory) to get the coat and
then came down and went in Mr. Frank's office. It was about fifteen minutes to twelve when we left the factory. Mr. Frank was writing when
we came into his office. His stenographer (Miss Hattie Hall), was in the
outer office. Mrs. Freeman said she would like to use the telephone. She
used the telephone and then we went out. During the ten minutes we
were there he (Frank) was talking to two men. (Tillander and Graham).
He was dismissing those two men when we came. Mrs. White and the
stenographer were in the office then also."
Mrs. Emma Clark Freeman testified for the defendant: "On the 26th
(April, 1913), I reached the factory with Miss (Corinthia) Hall about 25
minutes of 12. I saw Mr. Frank at his office. He was talking to two men
(Tillander and Graham) when we went in. Mrs. White and Mr. Frank's
stenographer were also in the office. We went up (to fourth floor) and
I got my coat and came down and asked permission of Mr. Frank to
use the telephone in his office. I used the telephone, and then we left,
which was about a quarter to 12. I remember looking at the clock."
Mr. 0. Tillander, testified for the state: "Mr. Graham and I went to.
the pencil factory on April 26th (1913), about 20 minutes to 12 :00. When
I went to the office the stenographer was in the outer office and Mr.
Frank was in the inner office at his desk."
Mr. E. K. Graham testified for the state: "I was at the pencil factory
April 26th (19l3) with Mr. Tillander, about 20 minutes to 12 :00. Mr.
Frank and his stenographer were upstairs (in office). He was at his desk."
Miss Hattie Hall (stenographer), testified for defendant: "Several peo-25-
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ple came in while we (Miss Hall and Frank) were working. Two men
(Messrs. Tillander and Graham) came in and spoke to Mr. Ft-ank. They
went into the inner office to talk to him. Miss Corinthia Hall and Mrs.
White also came in there in Mr. Frank's office. As I was ready to leave
the noon whistles were blowing. While I was there at the office two
men, Tillander and Graham, and three women- (Miss Corinthia Hall, Mrs.
Emma Clark Freeman, and Mrs. J. A. White) came in. The ladies came
after the office boy (Alonzo Mann) had left and he said he left about
11:30."
Alonzo Mann testified for the defendant: "I am office boy at the National Pencil Company. I left the factory at half-past eleven on April
26, 1913. When I left there Miss Hattie Hall, the stenographer from Montag's, was in the office with Mr. Frank."
Mrs. J. A. White testified for the state: "When I got there (National
Pencil Factory) at 11 :30, I suw Miss Hattie Hall, the stenographer, Mr.
Frank and two men (Tillander and Graham). I asked Mr. Frank if I
could see my husband, Mr. White. Mr. Frank was in the outside e1ffice
then. He said I could see him and sent word by Mrs. Emma Clark Freeman for him to come downstairs. Miss Corinthia Hall and Mrs. Freeman
left first, and then I left. That was about ten minutes to twelve."
RECAPITULATION
Conley claims that after Mary Phagan· was dead, and carried down via
the elevator to rear of cellar that he and Frank returned to Frank's office, just after reaching the office he claims that Miss Corinthia Hall and
Mrs. Emma Clark (Mrs. Freeman), came into office, while he was hidden
in wardrobe by Frank. After these two ladies left the office, Frank let
him out of wardrobe.
These .witnesses testify under oath:
Corinthia Hall in office and at factory, 11 :35-11 :45.
Mrs. E. Clark Freeman, 11 :35-11 :45.
Mr. 0. Tillander at office 11 :40.
Mr. E. K. uraham at office 11 :40.
Mrs. J. A. White at office 11 :30-11 :50.
Alonzo Mann left factory at 11 :30 (leaving Miss H. Hall and Frank in
office.)
Miss H. Hall saw all of the above people at factory office between 11 :30
and 12:00.
None of the above saw Jim Conley in office at all.
Mrs. J. W. Coleman, Mary Phagan's mother, swore Mary Phagan left
home on her way to town at 11 :45.
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Miss Corinthia Hall and Mrs. Emma Clark Freeman were in office of
factory before Mary Phagan, according to her mother, had even left her
home.
From the above, it will be seen at a glance that Conley lied, and lied
in a matter of vital importance to the state's case, for if Conley's testimony on this feature of his story falls down, as it does, then the whole
contention and the theory of the State is annihilated. Conley might easily
have been mistaken in a matter of a minute or two, but in this instance,
he specifically and unequivocally states that, after Mary Phagan was dead,
and after the body was deposited in the spot in the basement where the
police subsequently found her, and after ascending from the basemrut
to the second floor er office, and after he had entered Frank'i; office, a
specific occurrence took place, namely, that he was hidden in wardrob'e
in Frank's office while Miss Corinthia Hall and Mrs. Emma Clark Freeman
were talking in that very office with Frank. He states that he hea!'d
them come into the office, and that he heard them going out of the offi.~·"•
and that he was hidden by Frank, so that these two ladies would not
discover his presence in the office with Frank.
This incident about his being in the office and being hid in the wardrobe, which Conley relates under oath with all the ingeniously mlnute and imaginative detail of the negro mind, did not and under the facts
of the case, could not happen at all. All of the evidence as quoted above,
of the eight white witnesses, responsible and worthy .of belief, is contrary to, and destructive of Conley's testimony. If human evidence is
worth anything at all, then Conley is not alone lying, but is wilfully
and maliciously reciting details about something that did not happen,
and is forging an impossible incident out of the whole cloth. According
to Conley's recital, Mary Phagan was dead and carried down to the basement about an hour before she left her home. In addition to this, the evidence of these eight witnesses shows that Mrs. Emma Clark Freeman and
Miss Co;rinthia Hall came into and left Frank's office before Mary Phagan
left her home.
Conley never admitted any knowledge of the crime until more than two
weeks after the coroner's inquest was over. From the papers he :had
the opportunity of reading the testimony before the coroner of Corinthia
Hall and Emma Clark Freeman, who stated that they visited Frank in
his office. And so to lend the color of truthfulness to his monstrous lie,
he injected the visit of these two ladies into his recital. In doing so, however, he took no notice of the all-important time element.
Conley, of all those testifying at the trial, is the only one admitting
guilty knowledge of the crime. He admits participation in the crime.
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His statements are all patently strewn with falsehoods on their face, and
many of them, as in the instance above set forth, are absolutely impossible to have happened, and contrary to the physical facts. Mary Phagan
could not have been dead in the pencil factory an hour before she left
her home.
THE $200 INCIDENT FROM TESTIMONY OF JIM CONLEY.
One of the farcial pieces of testimony given by Jim Conley, included
in his story on the stand, was to the effect that Frank gave him a roll
of bills amounting to $200.00 and then took it back. The circumstances
of this strange performance, as related by Conley, were as follows: After
the dead body of Mary Phagan had been deposited in the basement of
the factory, Conley and Frank' came upstairs to the second floor and went
into Frank's private office. Here it is alleged· took place the hiding of
Conley in the wardrobe, the writing of the murder notes and the friendly
"smoke-fest" Metween the dronken, igrrorant negro and the factory head.
Conley says that then Frank offered him the $200 in bills to go back to
the basement and burn the l'Jody in the basement. Conley says he refused
to do it, whereupon Frank took back the money I Conley leaves the factory at 1 :30 p. m., with the promise to be back in forty minutes to burn
the body, because he wanted that $200. Conley states that on arriving at
his home, he drank some beer and laid down and fell asleep, not awakening until 6 o'clock.
This story, so outrageeusly false on its face. gives rise to the following
points for discussion:
(a) If Frank desired body burnt, why were the notes written at all I
Was it to put the police on the trail of the only witness against Frank?
(b) If Frank were guilty, as Conley (and he only) asserts, is it not
strange that he would run the risk of being given away by angering
Conley, a low type of negro, which risk he took if the above incident happened?
(c) The evidence produced at the trial shows that Frank did not
have $20o.o·o on his person, in the bank, or in the Pencil Company's cash
box.
April 26th, the day on which the crime occurred was Memorial Day,
and was a holiday. The factory was shut down. There was no fire in the
boiler in the basement on that day. If a fire had been built, the smoke
from the chimney would have heralded the fact and caused immediate
investigation, since the factory was closed. So Frank could not have intended to dispose of the body this way ·and Conley is lying about this.
But if Frank had thought of burning the body, as Conley claims (there
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is no proof of it outside of Conley's mere word) why were those notes
written? Their existence was a sure clue to the criminal. If Frank had in
mind to burn the body, the notes never would have been written. The
idea of the burning was injected by .Conley as an excuse to bring in the
$200.
.
If the statement of Conley had any basis whatsoever on truth, certainly Frank would not have first given and then taken back the $200. If
what Conley said was true, Frank would have been completely within the
power of the negro, and instead of taking back the $200, he would have
been more prone to have increased the amount to insure Conley's silence.
This transaction is contrary to human nature and is hut a further illustration of Conley's imaginative capacity and inconsistency.
And finally to put the seal of absolute falsity on this patent lie, it
was shown at the trial that Frank did not have on his person or in the
company's cash box $200. It was shown that the cash book showed a
balance of $30.54, in loan tickets (advanced to help), two one dollar bills,
and some silver. Frank had less than five dollars on him. The banks were
closed in Atlanta that day, and even if open, the.re was proven, by Frank's
bank book to be but a balance (on April 24th), of $16.28. Frank drew
$5.00 from his bank for personal use, on April 24th. And so Frank did
not have, nor could not have had $200 in bills or otherwise.
This is but another link shattered in the chain of falsehood, uttered
by Conley, with which the state seeks to encompass Frank's undoing. The
incident when examined, as above set out, is contrary to human probability, human inteliigence, and the physical facts. Conley, admitting guilty
knowledge of the crime, piles the Pelion of falsehood upon the Parnassus
of impossibility, and hopes to get away with it. And the question is
whether in the light of reason and intelligence of an enlightened and
justice loving century, he can do it.
THE PHOSECUTION'S THEOHY SHATTEHED.
In reference to clai!Il set up by the prosecution that Mary Phagan
was attacked and slain in the metal room, based on Conley's testimony,
hair on the lathe and the alleged blood spots:
Through the testimony of Jim Conley, the State claimed that Mary
Phagan entered the factory and went to the second or office floor where
she was attacked in the rear of the building where the metal room is
located. Conley says that Mary entered the factory and he heard her
scream before Miss Monteen Stover came to factory.
Miss Stover testified for the State: "I was at the factory at five minutes after twelve on that day (April 26, 1913). I stayed there five min-
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utes and left at ten minutes after twelve. The factory was still and quiet
when I was there. I didn't hear or see anybody in the building." According to this, Mary Phagan came to her death before 12 :05.
To the support of Conley's outrageously false tale, the state contended
that a spot, which they claim was blood, which was found on the floor by
the ladies' dressing room, was made by the blood spurting from wound
in the head of Mary Phagan, when Conley, in carrying the body from
metal room, where he found her body dead, to the front of the factory
floor, let the body fall at this place. Excepting Conley's testimony in
reference to finding the body and carrying it, at Frank's direction, there
is no evidence of this. Conley claims that Frank called him to move
the body at 12 :56 o'clocK, in other words, when Conley found the body
dead, Mary had been attacked and dead about 50 minutes.
R. P. Barrett, who found the spot, testified for the state: "On Monday,
April 28th, l found an unusual spot that I had never seen before at
the west end of the dressing room on the second floor (in metal department) of the Pencil Factory. The spot was four or five inches in diameter-THAT WAS THE ONLY SPOT I COULD FIND."
Lemmie Quinn testified: "I am foreman of the metal department. Barret pointed out to me where he claims to have found blood spots on the
metal room floor. THERE WAS NO BLOOD AT THE SPOT WHERE CONLEY CLAIMS THE BODY OF THE GIRL WAS FOUND .. It was perfectly
dry there, there was no water on the floor."
Dr. Claude Smith testified. for the state: 'I am physician and city bacteriologist and chemist. These chips (5 in number from spot in floor
by dressing room) had considerable dirt on them and some coloring stain
(paint). On one of them I found some blood corpuscles. I ·do not know
whether it was human blood-I found stain: on all the chips. I couldn't
tell whether the blood stain was fresh or old. I don't know how much
blood was there. I found three or four or five corpuscles in a field ( of
his microscope). A drop or half a drop would have caused it, or even
less than that."
W. H. Gheesling testified for the state: "I am an embalmer. I moved
the body of Mary Phagan. I found a wound 2 1-4 inches (long) on the
back of the heaq. It was made before death BECAUSE IT BLED A GREAT
DEAL."
.
From the above testimony, all given under oath at Frank's trial, we
see the following:
(a) Large wound in head that "bled a great deal."
(b) Girl attacked in metal room fifty minutes before found dead
by Conley ( as he claims).
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(c) No blood found in the metal room on floor, or on floor at the
point Conley says body was first lying.
(d) Alleged blood spot by dressing room shows only four to six
corpuscles and could be made by less than a half drop of blood.
· ( e) This spot may not have been human blood.
(f) The spot may have been old blood.
The IMPOSSIBILITY of the state's contention is noticeable at a glance.
If the crime happened on the second floor, as the state claims, with nothing more to support it than the unsubstantiated word of the negro Conley, there would certainly have been much blood on the floor where the
girl was alleged to be struck on the head, and where Conley says he
found the body laying flat on the back with wound in head resting on
floor. The testimony shows there was no blood there. Blood flows freest
when a blow is first given. It flows and spurts when a body is alive. But
to contend that long after a person is dead, blood spurts about to make
the kind of spots above mentioned is impossible.
The wound, such as the girl had in her head must have bled freely.
As there was no trace of fresh bleeding found anywhere on the second
floor, it is but a natural and just deduction to make the assertion, an
assertion that will stand the test of all the known facts in the case, thal
not alone was the blow not given to the girl on the second floor, but
that she was not molested on that floor and that the crime occurred at
some other place, after leaving the second floor. on her way out of the
pencil factory building.
The physical facts are against the contention of the state.
The laws of nature are against the state's thGory.
The crime COULDN'T and therefore DIDN'T happen as those who
charge it to Frank claim. Conley's testimony is therefore patently a.lie
gotten up clumsily, to foist his own dark crime upon the head of the
white man.

In conclusion we give extracts from the comment of Berry Benson in the Augusta Chronicle, which is a plea for
Justice in behalf of the condemned man, as follows:
HOW COULD MARY PHAGAN BE IN TWO PLACES AT ONE TIME?
How could she be at home alive, and at the factorybeing killed, at
11:0i a. m.?
How could she be at home eating her dinner and in the factory basement dead at 11 :35 a. m.?
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How could she be leaving for the car and in the factory basement
dead at 11 :45 a. m.?
How could she be on the car, on her way to the factory, and in the
factory basement dead at 12:02 p. m.?
Before going on the stand to swear against Frank (and to save his
own life), the negro, Jim Conley, swore to four different tales as to the
murder-tales of minute detail-all of which he acknowledged on the
stand to be lies. He is, therefore a self-confessed perjurer.
It is upon his testimony, and his alone-this lying negro, this four
times self-confessed perjurer-that a white man, Leo Frank, is condemned to death.
This negro perjurer swears that after Frank and himself had taken
Mary Phagan's dead body to the basement and had returned to Frank's
private office and were there talking, Frank, walking into the outer office,
exclaims: "My God, here comes Emma Clark and Quincy Hall. Get in this
wardrobe, damn it, quick." (Quincy is, as the negro pronounced to me,
the name Corinthia. Emma Clark is Mrs. Emma Clark Freeman.) That
Frank hustled him into the wardrobe (a thing that would have been
utterly silly to do, even had Mary Phagan been then murdered, as she
was not). That he heard the ladies come in; that he heard Miss Emma's
voice saying, "Good morning, Mr. Frank;" that he heard them talking in
low tones. But that he did not hear Mrs. Freeman call up her husband
through the telephone, as she did do. (He heard their voices talking low
but he did not hear the call through the telephone.) Why did he _not hear
it? Because he lied. He was not in Frank's office nor on the second floor
where he said the murder was committed, any time that day.
These ladies-good, respectable white Southern women-both swear
that they came to Frank's office about 11 :35 a. m., Mrs. Freeman there
using the telephone, and that they left about 11 :45 a. m.
Miss Hattie Hall (no kin to Miss Corinthia Hall), stenographer for Montag Bros., as nice a girl as one may know, whom I talked with, swears
that she was in Frank's outer office, typewriting, from before 11 o'clock
till 12 :02, and she confirms the testimony of these two ladies as to the
time they were there. Other corroborative evidence as to the time is that
of Mrs. J. A. White, E. K. Graham and O. Tillander.
The negro perjurer (Conley) swears that the murder was done half
an hour before he was put in the wardrobe-that is, about 11 :05 a. m.
-if these four ladies and two men speak the truth (and there is other
evidence confirming theirs as to the time). Now, at 11 :05 a. m., Mary
Phagan was at home helping her mother in the housekeeping, as I have
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learned fn>m her mother. How could she be at home alive and at the
factory being killed at the same time?
At 11 :35 a. m., when the negro perjurer swears he was being unnecessarily hustled in to the wardrobe, the murder being done some half hour
before, Mary Phagan was at home eating her dinner, so her mother
swears. How could she be eating her dinner at home and be lying dead
in the cellar?
At 11 :45 a. m., when the negro perjurer swears he was being let out
of the wardrobe, the murder being done some forty minutes, Mary Phagan
was just leaving home for the car, so her mother swears. How could she
be just leaving home and be lying dead in the basement both at the saine
time?
White men of Georgia, white women of Georgia, who is the liar? Are
these good Southern women, are these good Southern men all to be branded as liars and the word of this base negro perjurer, swearing to save
his life, to be taken instead? Are ·these four respectable white Southern
women, whose word is as good as mine or yours; any one of whom might
happen to be your wife, or sister, or daughter, to be classed in belief
beneath this base negro prejurer, this beastly sodomite? Has Georgia
come to that?
I am an old Confederate, a man of the old time when Georgia was
proud of her white men and white women. I ask, has Georgia come to
that?
Colonel Dorsey, in his speech to the jury, spoke affectionately of this
beastly negro as "Old Jim-Old Jim." I declare this a trick to influence
the jury-a trick that was unworthy of a fair lawyer.
"Old Jim"-as though this base young negro was one of the oldatime
gray-headed darkies, whose vigilant faithfulness is woven into Confederate history, watchmen in the night who loved their masters and mistresses as they leved their God.
"Old Jim"-young hell fiend. Jim Conley is one of those salacious
young negroes whose lustful eyes follow white women as they pass, deterred from attacking them only by fear of the noose and the white man's
revolver."

Without further comment we leave the case to our jury
of readers. Is Leo Frank guilty? Did that cry "Hang the
Damned Jew" convict him, or was he convicted on the
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evidence? Has sectarian hatred and prejudice played any
part in the case? Should this man be hanged on the testimony of a self-confessed lying negro?
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I I

I I

Thumped a Peeping Tom
I I

I I

HAT would you do, gentle stranger, if
you should be walking in the woods
pasture some day, right down in the
neighborhood of a purling brook, and
your gaze should fall upon seven
heavenly maidens without even the
proverbial fig-leaf thrown around
them-but just out there in the clear
and sparkling water, their pink toes
wiggling in an ecstacy of enjoyment? Would you stop, look
and listen? Or would you cut out the last word?
They .have been doing strange things in Wisconsin since
Jones began to make sausage. It's been just one damn
thing after another in the Badger state, and from Vilas to
Vanderboom the--state has been showing initiative-with
just a touch of referendum here and there. They have
made beer in a hundred different ways-all of it good.
They have stuffed \Vasserstadt goose with Green Bay zweifel and some other things and got ready for a repeat or--:{5-
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der. They have sent Monroe cheese clear to Zurich and
found it profitable. And they just naturally keep handing
out new things. But their latest advertisement was the
limit.
Seven lissome lingerieless lassies scorned the bathing
suit. They wanted to get clear back to nature in an Adamless way. Milwaukee had won fame for its sausage, but
they bragged of hams. So they journeyed to the brookside
and they folded up their things and went to it. Morning
after morning ·they swam the pearly depths and back again.
Not a man was around. It was purely a suffrage gathering with no hint of sex equality. So far as they knew ·
there was not a man within a mile. And then the worst
happened. A young man walked that way. Out among
the leafy avenues of the woodland he sought communion
with his own thoughts. He heard a gurgle and a giggle
and he stopped and stooped. He came, he saw, but he did
not conquer. There they were, seven of them. Count them.
Every one a queen and disporting in the water, and the
water was beautifully clear, too.
Now what would you have done, you case hardened lover
of the really beautiful? Would you have retreated, or
would you have just stood there and thought of the days
when you were young? Would you have thrown your
hands before your eyes and hurried away. Or would you
have been rooted to the spot. Rooted is the right word, we
think.
But what do you think those seven floating fairies did?
-36-··
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They saw that male person peeping through the foliage.
They saw him looking them over in a perfect delirium of
appreciation. And they went to him. Without putting on
even an apron those seven girls surrounded that wondering wanderer of the woodland dells and they beat him up.
They pounded him and they scratched him. They pummeled him and they clawed him. They blacked both his
eyes and loosened his teeth. And then they dressed up
prettily, went to the proper authorities and had a warrant
issued for the arrest of the innocent bystander. But, as
we look back to our Chitty and our Coke, our Greenleaf
and our Wharton, we can't recall any law that will fit the
case. It was not burglary, for there was no breaking and
entering. There was no assault by him, for he was transfixed with amazement, wonder and admiration. Yes, we
have it. Grand larceny is the crime. He stole long looks
and appropriated them to his own use. He didn't do it so
feloniously, but he did it wickedly. And every look at every sprite was worth a hundred dollars. Seven hundred
dollars was the amount, if you please, and though they
closed his eyes so that he could not see; though they knocked out his teeth so that he had to describe it as "thum
thweet thene," they couldn't take those seven looks away
from him with a writ of replevin. We shall stop at Milwaukee on our next trip and take a look at some things.
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Abortions at Ten Dollars Per
L __ _ _ _ _ _ _

______JI
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HE Twin City newspapers were terribly
wrought up last month over the fact
that a "woman detective in a nurse's
uniform has been getting evidence
against Minneapolis doctors who are
doing criminal operations." The
newspapers could not find out much
about her. The County Attorney admitted that he had seen her, but she
was not working for his department; the Chief of Police
didn't know anything about her; but she was on the job
and the newspapers :were somewhat excited over the fact
-but not more so than many of the Mill City doctors. For
the benefit of the press we don't mind admitting that this
particular woman detective who appeared about town occasionally in the costume of a trained nurse, is a regular
member of Jim Jam Jems staff, and she unearthed some
valuable information for us during her work at Minneapolis.
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Mrs. O'Malley has been indicted in connection with the
criminal operation that resulted in the death of Mary Ryan;
she is at liberty on a five thousand dollar bond and will be
brought to trial in September. The evidence in this case
was given to the authorities through Jim Jam Jems, as outlined in our July number. The investigation is still on, and
before the O'Malley trial is ended, we expect to produce
sufficient evidence to warrant the arrest of two or more
Minneapolis physicians. So much for the Mary Ryan case.
In our recent investigation in Minneapolis we uncovered
some startling facts in connection with criminal operations. We found one nurse who performs abortions at ten
dollars per, ignoring the medical profession entirely. We
secured the sworn statement of one woman who was aborted by this nurse only last month, and this statement was
turned over to the County Attorney. For good and sufficient reasons we are not going to divulge the names of the
parties to this affair for the present, but in due time we
will give the whole story to the public. This partic..ilar
nurse has a business head that makes the average abortionist look like a microcephalic. We located several Minneapolis women who patronize her mill regularly. She
takes her pay a year in advance and the rate is such that
even those in the most meagre circumstances can afford.
Ten dollars a year is the fee and it insures twelve months
of safety for those who would escape pregnancy. It is a
sort of a club affair-with regular members. At ten dollars per year the members are kept "regular." The patrons
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of this particular mill are instructed to keep close watch
of the calendar, and if there is any delay in the natural order of things, the patron goes to this nurse and she "starts
something." Not much chance for any little boy or girl to
get very far along in the human race if mother watches
the calendar, as they are put out of business before they
get even a decent start. Under these conditions most any
woman or girl can afford to take chances and does not need
to depend on her partner in the illicit relationship to foot
the bills. Almost anyone can afford ten dollars a year, which
simply amounts to a premium on prostitution.
Only those who have taken the time and the trouble to
investigate have any idea to what extent the crime of abortion is being practiced throughout the country. The crying need of the various states is more string«:!nt laws covering this crime. It should be placed in the same class with
murder, first degree rape and incest, all of which are crimes
of the highest magnitude-but not one whit more terrible
than abortion. Unless more stringent laws are passedthereby causing the abortionist to fear the consequences-it
would be far better to legalize criminal operations, educate practitioners in the art and thus protect the health of
our womanhood. If abortions are to be done, let them
be done right and under proper surgical procedure. The
health of womanhood is being wrecked through wholesale
abortions performed by incompetents, and all too often not
only the life of the unborn is sacrificed but the Hfe of the
mother as well.
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Minneapolis seems to be the abortion centre of the Northwest. It is also the medical centre and the home of the
Minnesota State University, which has a medical department second to none in the country. Doctor Charles H.
Hunter, now the recognized abortion expert extraordinary,
was a leading member of the faculty of this school for
more than twenty years-until we exposed him. Why not
establish a special school of instruction in criminal operations? Doctor Hunter would no doubt be glad to again
become a faculty member as Professor Emeritus on Abortion, and from the information at hand we believe experienced assistants could be found in the ranks of the Minneapolis medical fraternity. A degree could be -conferred
upon those taking the course, and upon those already proficient in the art upon their passing the necessary examination. If we are going to tolerate abortions-would it not
be better to legalize the practice and have criminal operations performed by competent persons and thus save health
and life?
Since we have been investigating abortions in Minneapolis at least a half dozen doctors have been charged with
manslaughter as a result of the death of' patients aborted.
Countless other deaths have occurred where it was impossible to secure sufficient evidence to warrant an arrest. We
are not speaking now of the murder of unborn infants, but
the murder of pregnant women through criminal operations. And there are many other cities throughout the
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country that ar~ just as prominent, or even more so, as
Minneapolis is in this particular respect.
The crime of abortion is a hard one to prove, and when
a conviction does result, the penalty inflicted is in no degree commensurate with the crime. The result is that it is
an easy matter to find someone who will. take a chance.
Some doctors demand an exhorbitant fee. In the Mary
Ryan case which we exposed last month, Mrs. O'Malley received one hundred and seventy-five dollars; how much of
this she cut with the doctor remains to be proven. The
other extreme is the nurse who does the job for ten dollars. Many physicians refuse to perform criminal operatio11s at any price; others will do abortions in families
where they are the family physician; some will do the
job for a friend; but the professional abortionist will do
the work for anyone who has the price-and the price is
usually whatever the operator figures he can ghost out of
the interested parties. The professional abortionist can be
found in any city. His medical diploma and license to
practice are but guises under which he does his damnable
work. The auto he drives, the fine clothes he wears, the
pleasures he indulges in, the food he eats, are purchased
through the death of babes unborn. It is a horrible condition, yet one so common that it is a hard matter to pick
a jury in an abortion prosecution without finding one or
more members of the jury has availed himself of the abortion to escape the natural results of cohabitation-legal
or otherwise.
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Gradually we are stirring up the public and getting somt:
good support from the authorities in our fight on the abortionist. At the outset we simply exposed the abortionbt
when we got the goods on him. Some prosecutions have
resulted. A few are serving time while others have escaped
through professional ethics and expert testimony. But we
have changed our tactics. Now and hereafter we will not
only give publicity to abortionists, but will in each and e·.1ery case submit our evidence to the authorities. And we
usually have evidence that will stand up. What is more
-we haven't any idea of quitting. We are still on the job
and growing more and more proficient every day in the art
of finding criminal operators.
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TBE GAMBLER
OM McMahon was tried for murder
down in Tennessee the other day and
the jury disagreed. we r.emember
when McMahon killed Berney Stiles, a
gambler, in Memphis last March. We
happened to be in Memphis at the
time and there was so much human
interest in the affair that we gave it
considerable thought, and now that
the trial of McMahon recalls the story it occurs to us that
it would be of interest to Jim Jam Jems readers.
Berney Stiles was a gambler to the last ditch. His whole
life was a game of chance. Everybody knew him as a "good
fellow," and he was ever ready for any kind of a game.
All Berney ever asked was an even break and he was ready
to flip the dice, to cut the cards, to copper the deuce, to run
a foot race or spit at a knothole in a fence and back his
luck with the coin. But Berney went against the game
once too often when the dice of providence were loaded.
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McMahon, a city fireman, big, brawny, had just received his
pay check. He took on a few drinks at the numerous blind
tigers about the city and finally in his rounds bumped into
Berney Stiles-the dapper, dressy, daring little man who
was ever ready to take a chance. On a pool table in one
of the resorts McMahon and Stiles "rolled the bones;" the
seven-come-eleven clung to Stiles and in a few minutes McMahon had lost his pay check, and had nothing to show
for his month's work but a semi-jag and an empty purse.
As usual the big fellow squealed; we never saw one of
those big fellows looking for a game but what he got itand ninety-nine times out of a hundred they welch when
they get trimmed. McMahon was a welcher; he claimed the
dice were crooked-after he had lost. He accused Stiles
of cheating. He wanted his money back. Berney Stiles
never turned down a good sport in his life. He didn't want
the fellow's few dollars. He didn't need it-for in all the
years he had gambled chance favored him and Berney was
rich. It was the game that Berney liked-he loved to gamble. He would have given back the money he won from
McMahon, but when the big fellow yelled "foul" and raised
a rumpus, Berney stuffed the money into his pocket and
politely told McMahon to go to the devil.
The next day McMahon walked into a resort where Stiles
was sitting at a table reading the newspaper; McMahon
was ugly; he had been "looking" for Stiles-with a gun on
his hip. Berney had been ~arned that he could expect
trouble from the big fireman but he only smiled and
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shrugged his shoulders; Berney had been "looked for"
many times before, and he was still willing to take a chance.
Very few words passed between the men; McMahon demanded a return of his $80 on the ground that he had
been cheated; Stiles refused to disgorge; he started to get
up from the table and McMahon whipped out an ,automatic revolver and emptied its contents into Stiles' body;
every bullet took effect; Stiles staggered across the room
and leaned on a chair for support; the blood was pourfog
from a half dozen different wounds; McMahon ran through
a rear door and hid in an adjoining building; the police
patrol was summoned; the sergeant in charge found Stiles
leaning against the chair, the same old smile of confidence
on his features; "Guess they got you this time, Berney,"
said the sergeant. "Not on your life, Sergeant," smiled the
gambler. "I'm hit all right, but I'll bet you a hundred I
don't cash in." They carried Stiles to the patrol and started
at break-neck speed for the hospital; Berney was sinking
fast; his voice was faint-but he still smiltd up at the sergeant. "Bet you two-to-one I don't die; bet you five-to-one;
hurry up, Sergeant," he whispered, "I'm getting a little
weak. If you're a good sport you'll take that bet; I may go·
under for a little while-but I'll come out all right." He
was dead before they reached the hospital.
But all this is merely incidental; we recite it to indicate
the character of the man at whose grave three women
bowed in grief-all with a different love in their hearts
for the gambler who had drawn his last card. The wife,
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divorced and estranged for several years; the daughterestranged from the mother by reason of her great love for
her father; and the mistress-a beautiful girl who had given the best years of her life to a companionship with the
gambler. Berney Stiles, whatever else may be said of
him-loved his daughter as only a father can love his child;
he educated her and provided for her lavishly; he paid alimony to the divorced wife without complaint; he kept his
mistress as a Kentucky horse-lover would keep his favorite
nag-well-groomed, well-fed and well-stabled. We have
wondered what was in each heart as those three women
bowed at the grave of Berney Stiles-one who had been
the legal wife and the mother of his child; the child who
had been the recipient of the father's devotion; the one who
had sinned because she loved as only a woman loves once
in a lifetime. After all the gamest gambler and the heaviest
loser was the girl who chanced honor, virtue, name-staked
even her very soul in the game of life that had ended when
Berney Stiles "passed."
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B:

_B_il_l_co_r_ey_'___
s _T_ra_d_e_____.:

I--

a

OST of the readers will remember when
William E. Corey, president of the
United States Steel corporation,
forced his good wife to secure a divorce, so that he could marry Mabelle
Gilman, a professional dancer whom
he met at a midnight swimming party at a Pittsburg natatorium. The story didn't amount to
much except to show that when a man becomes money-mad
he loses a lot of other things-and most of the American
people thought that Bill Corey found blow holes in his steel
when he traded Laura Cook Corey for Mabelle Gilman.
But it was Bill's trade-not ours, and we let him go his
way with whatever peace he could find.
The United States Steel corporation had been following
its custom of making millionaires of its men, of picking
its captains from its crew. They took the chore boy and
made him stronger in mentality, in physique and in finan--48-
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cial and moral integrity-a good deal of the time. Bill
Corey had started in at (he foot of the ladder, and when
he married Laura Cook he was getting $200 a month as
a foreman and was very proud. They had a happy life
~at first. As long as Bill was a $200 man there was no
place like home to him. He didn't have a little fairy of
his own, but a true helpmeet waiting on the front veranda,
with one eye on the beef roast and the other on the little
boy. For little boys are to be found most frequently in
the homes of the men who get $200 a month or less. There
wasn't a better man anywhere than Bill Corey. He was a
"good provider," it was freely said, and he knew how to
find the place in a hYVID book quickly. Bill could supplicate some in those days, too, and speak from the ·h~art.
Because he believed in clean living, gentle consideration,
mental improvement and loyalty to his employers. A lot
of people hoped that their so~s would be like Bill Corey.
Some people named their babies after him.
Higher and higher went the sturdy mill-boy of the yesterdays. Each place was filled well. He was valued for
his character as weU ijs his capabilities. And one day they
elected Bill Corey to succeed Charles M. Schwab as president of the great corporation. It must have been that day
that the moIEy-bug walked up and bit BHI on the leg.
He never .was ·the sallle man afterward. He never will be
the same man again. The poison went through his blood
and touched his heart and brain.
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It was when Bill became president of the corporation that
he started to go to Europe without his wife. She preferred
to stay at home and look after the babies, anyway. And
Bill didn't want to have a woman and babies tagging
along. He wanted to go on the continent and show his money. He made four trips while Mrs. Corey stayed at home
and caught up with the mending. She loved the home and
Bill loved the sea and the things he found in Paree.
There had to come a breaking point, somewhere. Bill
imagined that he was a thoroughbred and Mrs. Corey was
too slow for him. Things moved slowly and with too much
precision at home for him. He didn't hear any ragtime
music and he didn't dare tell his wife a dirty story. She
didn't believe in rigging out in the way that Bill loved to
see ·women arranged, you know. Well, in fact, there was
complete incompatability in that household with Bill putting on the first syllable and throwing all of his weight
upon that "in." His wife didn't understand him, he said.
She couldn't appreciate that they had emerged from the
queensware stage to the French china. She actually insisted upon darning her own table linen-and right before
people. And she had told his friends that she liked hamburger steak with onions in it. She "just mortified him
almost to death" at frequent intervals.
One night when he had escaped from the "things which
submerged his higher self" he found himself at a bathing
party at a natatorium, and Mabelle Gilman was . there.
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She showed him several things in a way that impressed
Bill. She looked into his eyes and they laughed at the
same things. . Mabelle had art and she seemed certainly
sound of wind and limb. Their hands touched and Bill felt
the thrill. They met again and again. Here was a woman
who understood Bill. And that was no lie, either. She
knew him like a book. She overlooked his grosser weaknesses or laughed at them. She sighed when Bill told of
his domestic sorrows and humiliations. He wanted a woman who would toil not, neither would she spin. And Mabelle still understood.
Then Bill ordered his wife to get a divorce or he would
proceed to disgrace himself, anyway. She saw that she was
not in Bill's class. She didn't want her boy's father to
make his name an epithet if she could .help it. The lad
talked it over with the mother. The youngster loved decency and cleanliness too much to do otherwise than to
stick by the mother. He went to Reno with her and she
was given a divorce. In a year Bill and Mabelle were married. He· had found a woman who understood him. And
he can't fool her to this day. She has Bill's "number" all
along. There is no deviation. Bill wanted a wife who
would understand him, and they have been going baek and
forth together for eight years. But there are no children
gadding about to bother them. There is no childish voice
in the big mansion. There are no little arms creeping around
Bill Corey's neck at nightfall. There are no childish con- . fil--
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fidences whispered into the ear of the man who arose to
be president of a great corporation and then was deposed
because of the scandal caused by the divorce sait and his
later marriage. One day at a camp he picked up a little
child's shoe and looked at it-first being sure that Mabelle
didn't see. He gazed upon that tiny piece of footwear and
his memory went back to the time when he drew $100 a
month, and later drew $200. Then he heard Mabelle's call.
And he dropped the shoe and hurried toward the woman
who understood him.
Just a few days ago the wife who waited and gave the
wealth of her girlhood to Bill Corey when he was poor,
broke the silence of the years. She gave herself in marriage
to L. G. Deckworth, a man of wealth in character as well as
in a material way. They went to Europe on their wedding
, tour. There was no orgie. There was no dissipation. But
two people of clean character who had been drawn toward each other through years of friendship were solemnly
and sacredly united in mttrriage-and that was what recalled Bill Corey to the minds of the people. Rumor says
this and rumor says that, but the truth seems to be that
Bill has been giving his time to the promotion of silver and
copper properties in Wall street.
He looks back toward the other days, does Bill Corey.
And when he is alone he does a pile of thinking. But after all Bill's story is a common one. It is the way of the
world. The wife who makes the home so happy while· the
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husband struggles is seldom good enough for him when
the struggle ceases and money comes easy. If there is anything in the world that is a drug on the market it is pretty
women. And the man with money can always buy a fresh
one when he has tired of the old mate.
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CAN THIS BE TRUE?

P

ROBABLY no story that has appeared
in Jim Jam Jems in the three years of
its existence has occasioned so much
interest and comment as that covering the Colorado civil war which appeared in the July number. "Can this
be true?" Thousands upon thousands
of people who had formed their
opinion of the Colorado trouble from
sensational newspapers and yellow magazines were astounded at the statements.made in our publication. One
of the principal questions asked by numerous correspondents refers to our charge that many of the strikers who
fought the Battle of Ludlow were trained Greek soldiers
imported by the Union from the Balkan War. "How do
you know this," asks one of our readers? "Have you any
proof of this?" For the benefit of those who question this
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statement we have but to set forth the following incident,
which can easily be substantiated as fact:
An order was issued by the authorities to vaccinate everybody in the Ludlow tent colony. General Chase of the
National Guard carried out the order. One hundred and
sixty-eight~count 'em-168 Greeks produced certificates
which they .received at the point of entry to the United
States, showing that they had been vaccinated, and all of
these had come to the United States since September, 1913,
according to the dates of their vaccination certificates!
These men did not work a day in the coal mines of Colorado, nor were the.y hired to do so. What were they brought
into the Colorado strike district for? Because they were
trained gunmen-soldiers who had fought in the Balkan
war. They were brought to Colorado by the Union to do
just what they did do--establish a reign of terror in the
strike zone in the fool belief that the Union could force
recognition with arms. This statement is well substantiated by the fact that when the commanding officer of the
National Guard approached the tent colony each one of
these men touched his hat in salute with true military precision. Photographs now in the hands of the Colorado au- ·
thorities show these Greeks standing with toes turned out
in military form and rifles held as only trained soldiers
can hold them! Is this not pretty good proof that we knew
what we were talking about when we made the assertion
that trained Greek soldiers from the Balkan war had been
brought into the strike district to fight for the Union?
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Then again we have been criticized for our bold statement that magazines had published sensational falsehoods
which were supposed to be based on personal investigations by well-known writers. We claimed that Colorado
had been libelled and the situation grossly misrepresented
to the detriment of the good people of that state and the
statf as a whole. Here is an extract from a personal l'etter we have just received from Mr. Alva A. Swain, of the
Pueblo (Colorado) Chieftain:
"Your copy of Jim Jam Jems has not yet arr1vea, but
I secured a copy through Mr. Fairchild, Secretary to Governor Ammons. I believe your article on the Colorado coal
strike the best one that has been written; it is the only
article written by an outsider that has taken the same view
of the situation that I hold.
"I am enclosing a copy of an editorial which I wrote
following the appearance of the Metropolitan Magazine
containing an article written by Reed. I expected that Reed
would sue me for libel but so, far have heard nothing
from. him."
The following extracts from the editorial referred to will
give the reader an idea of how thoroughly the facts have
been misrepresented when one of the leading newspapers
of Colorado will editorially give the lie to this special writer
of the Metropolitan and make him eat it:
MALICIOUS FALSEHOOD.
John Reed, special writer for the Metropolitan, is a deliberate and
unqualified liar. In an article in the July number of his paper he seeks
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to give a history of the Colorado strike situation and his statements
can be classed in no other term than deliberate, wilful lies, from beginning to end. In his desire to earn the reward which was evidently
paid him by some one with a si.nister motive, he threw judgment to the
winds, and in much the same manner that a charlatan sells her soul, evidently sold the strength of his intellect and his manhood. Writers who
have lived in Colorado during the last fifteen years and who have known
the inner workings that produced our labor war and who are well acquainted with the facts on both sides, are cautious in their statements.
Yet such men as Reed, who have no knowledge of industrial, political
or social conditions in this state, come in on a P,ullman car, stop at
a first-class hotel, interview a half dozen people according to the way
they desire to wrfte the story, go back east and attempt to give the reading public an idea of the Colorado situation.
· George Creel, Pearl Jolly and Alma Lafferty have heretofore run about
an even race in their misrepresentation of the actual even{s that occurred
in this state. However; it remained for John Reed in the Metropolitan
to establish himself not only as the Ananias of Colorado labor war historians, but to create an impression in the minds of all who read his
article, and who know anything about the situation, that he sold his
paper out for a sum of money. The entire tenor of his article shows
that it was one of those articles written for a purpose. Evidently the
purpose being to create a sentiment throughout the country in favor
of the miners, yet the statements are so far-fetched that it is doubtful
if his article will convert a single upholder to their cause.
The following sentences show the untruthfulness of his article: "Few
wanted to be 'scabs.' But they were told they would not be allowed to
leave uptil they had worked off their transportation and board. An
Italian at Primero who tried to escape down the railraod track, was
shot in the back and killed; another at Tabasco was murdered because
he refused to go to work." Anyone who knows the history of Colorado's
labor troubles, knows those statements are willful lies.
Perhaps the most willful and deliberate lie in the entire article was
evidently stolen from a speech made by Ben Lindsey in Chicago. lt
reads: "An American striker named Snyder, crouched dully in his tent
beside the body of his 11-year-old boy, the back of whose head had
been blown off by an explosive bullet. One militiaman came in the, tent,
soaked it with kerosene and set it on fire, hitting Snyder over the head
with his rifle and telling him to beat it. Snyder pointed to the body
of his boy; and the soldier dragged it outside by the collar, threw it
on the ground, and said: 'Here, carry the damn thing yourself.'" Reed
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knew when he wrote that description that he was writing a description
of an incident that never occurred. Personally we believe he received
pay from some one other than the Metropolitan magazine to deliberately
lie as he did in the article. Further quotations are unnecessary.
The only thing the people of Colorado can do to offset the terrible
harm caused by a man who deliberately prostitutes his honor for a few
dollars or by a magazine that will print statements of this nature without investigation, is for every citizen in the state to write every friend
he has outside the state setting forth the fact that the article in question is untrue from beginning to end, and his belief that the man who
wrote it did so after having received compensation to commit the criminal act of deliberately lying.

Here is another one that is worthy of consideration; it
is simply a foreword written by L. C. Paddock, editor ,,f
the Colorado Daily Camera and Boulder Tribune, heading a four page supplement to his newspapers wherein he
gives the lje direct to Everybody's Magazine, because of its
special article on the Colorado situation by George CFeel.
Did we have space we would like to publish Editor Paddock's entire article, but this foreword will give the read'er a good idea of the character of the man and his right
as an honored citizen of Colorado to brand as falsehoods
the writing of special magazine investigators who disreg ,rd
truth in seeking sensationalism:
In the June number of Everybody's Magazine, George Creel states a
vicious and cruel falsehood, reflecting upon the honor of the National
Guard of Colorado. It is to correct this and similar misstatements of
fact this article is written.
The writer came to Colorado in 1878, a boy of nineteen, and has been
a resident of Boulder since 1880, and has been engaged in the newspaper
business from that time to this. All his interests are in Colorado. All
his children and grandchildren were born here, and it is in defense of
his adopted state and to help afford a guaranty to his children and
grandchildren of the blessings of good government that this article is
undertaken.
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The writer is familiar with the labors of the lowly. For nearly two
years he worked in the metalliferous mines of .the state, has been within
five miles of coal miners' hamlets all these years; has reported scenes
intimately dealing with conditions of mines and miners, and as Register
of the State Land Board and Commissioner of Immigration of Colorado
has acquired unusual familiarity with the citizenship of the state, its
topography and resources. ,Moved by a sense of gratitude for the privilege of enjoying its superb climate, and having found health and prosperity here, he comes to the defense of his state against the calumnies
of those brilliant but unscrupulous men and hysterical woman, who have
done it harm incalculable. lie anticipates the aspersions of self-serving
that this article may inspire, but is sustained by a personal sense of
the rectitude of his purpose.
He aims not to engender class hatred or to attack unionism. As an
employing printer he has union and non-union printers working side by
side as this is written. But a conscientious governor, a splendid national
guard, law-enforcing men like Sheriff Buster of Boulder county and District Attorney Carlson, are under fire for duty well perfomed, and good
citizenship demands their acts shall be acclaimed and their enemies confused~and as to the latter, see how plain a tale shall lay them low.

Think you that Jim Jam Jems did not publish the truth
in regard to the Colorado situation? Isn't it a sad commentary on the journalism of the country when the newspapers of a state are compelled to call the special writers
of some of the foremost magazines deliberate liars? Isn't
it about time that a few more magazines made truth the
basis of their utterances instead of misleading the public
with sensationalism? Is it any wonder that Jim Jam Jems
is reaching into every city and hamlet of the United States
and that it has become a firm fixture as a purveyor of
truth?
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Riches and Easy Morals
HEN Eben Phillips married a widow he
gave the latter's boy his own name,
which at that time was considered an
asset. Then Eben decided that what's
the boy's was "his'n," and thereby
hangs the tangle which has upset
Swampseot and even reached into
high-browed Boston in its burning
shame.
There have been enough tangles among the Phillips folks,
and they have had enough troubles to furnish Beantown
. with , light and frivolous conversation for a long time.
Eben Phillips has the money. Whatever else they said of
him they admitted that he had the kale. There are lots'
of people that way-who are never spoken of except in
dollar-mark terms. In biblical times the name "Eben" signified "a stone." And it was Eben's stones which attracted.
The customs officers may not have advised themselves of
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what Eben carried as he caine from Europe after one of
his Continental romps. But Eben had them. And yet, according to Harry F. Phillips, his stepson, he was in a paternal way, the most stony-hearted old scamp that ever winked
at a chorus girl. In reply to which Eben mildly askQd:
"What is money for, my loving and affectionate son. What's
yours is mine, and what's mine is yours." In speaking this
way Eben was considering at that moment the pretty and
· vivacious wife of his step-son, Gertude Mace Phillips. For
the old man wanted her, at least a portion of the time.
But he was willing to let Harry have her occasionally, too.
Gertrude Mace Phillips was the daughter of a Marblehead expressman. In those days when she wore cotton
hosiery and other things with only ten cent lace on them
the neighbors called her Gertie. S,he became an actress
in an amateur way, but her showing was free and attractive
and she was advised to become a professional. Harry
F. Phillips was then going to Groton school and was a
classmate of the younger Theodore Roosevelt, but that isn't
to be held against him. Classmates of the young Theodore
Roosevelt are, according to the last census, .iust about as
plentiful as "the oldest Odd Fellow." But Harry met Gertie and in just a little while her name was shifted back to
Gertrude. Whether it some day becomes "Big Gert" is yet
to be told, but we hope not. Harry and Gertrude were
married, as they should have been, and then Harry did the
natural thing and took her to his step-father's house-and
the old mart took the dare.
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Eben Phillips is a race horse man of experience. He
knew how to pick a promi&ing filly when Harry wore curls.
He liked the wife of his step-son. Liked her very much,
indeed. He decided to make it pleasant for the girl. It became a race between the father and step-son. It wasn't
any Futurity handicap. For Gertrude knew a few things,
herself. . She played for the present and took no chances.
It was a very exciting race. The younger boss took the
pole at the start, but the seasoned campaigner began to
drive from the quarter stretch and out in the back stretch
was leading easily, though breathing hard. From that time
on there was nothing to it but the old boss. He jogged under the wire and the stepson was distanced. He never
qualified for another race. He wasn't any more popular
than a blind and spavined g~lding on a Kentucky stock
farm.
And then was when the money question came up again.
It always comes up with those who think only of money.
Harry sued for a divorce. He also sued for $25,000. He
actually thought that Gertie was worth $25,000-he said.
And he wanted papa to pay. Then Gertie came back.. She
was there with the repartee all right. She pointed the finger of scorn at Harry and said: "You were naughty with
Inez Field, that department store clerk." Harry said it was
"no sich thing, that Gertie and his papa had been entirely
too familiar, but that so far as he was concerned he had
been a decent married man." Then Harry's mother brought
suit for divorce and named Mrs. Harry Phillips as co-62--
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respondent. Harry named his father as co-respondent.
They were bound to keep it all in the family, anywayexcept Gertie. The court heard the evidence. He found
that Harry should have n divorce and that Mrs. Eben Phillips should have a divorce on the testimony introduced.
Just before fire-works time Eben and Gertie decided to
hitch up in double harness together for life's handicap, and
they certainly did make a fine pole team as they went
around the. turns. They got a Peabody minister to tie them
up and not say anything about it~and that was all right
with the parson. Eben had money. And moneyed people
can do just about as they damn please these days.
But isn't it funny how devilish a livery stable man or
a barber can be with women? It must be the peculiar
perfume on the hair of one or the peculiar perfume on
the heels of the other. It has bothered us a lot-in a thinking way. But they win so often that we have at times decided to buy a pitchfork and at other times to purchase
a razor.
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.B A C K
NUMBERS
Your dealer can supply you
with back numbers of Jim
Jam Jems at regular price.

If he does not have them in
stock he will order for you . .
Twenty-five cents per copy
from _your dealer.

Single

copy direct from publis.hers,
thirty-five cents prepaid.
Jim Jam Jems

